
Enabling large-scale viscoelastic calculations via neural network acceleration 
 
Abstract 
One of the most significant challenges involved in efforts to understand the effects of 
repeated earthquake cycle activity is the computational costs of large-scale viscoelastic 
earthquake cycle models. Computationally intensive viscoelastic codes must be evaluated 
at thousands of times and locations, and as a result, studies tend to adopt a few fixed 
rheological structures and model geometries and examine the predicted time-dependent 
deformation over short (<10 years) time periods at a given depth after a large earthquake. 
Training a deep neural network to learn a computationally efficient representation of 
viscoelastic solutions, at any time, location, and for a large range of rheological structures, 
allows these calculations to be done quickly and reliably, with high spatial and temporal 
resolutions. We demonstrate that this machine learning approach accelerates viscoelastic 
calculations by more than 50,000%. This magnitude of acceleration will enable the 
modeling of geometrically complex faults over thousands of earthquake cycles across 
wider ranges of model parameters and at larger spatial and temporal scales than have 
been previously possible. 
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descent directions for the next iteration.

Validation data are not used in the optimization or backpropagation algorithms. Instead, the cost function
evaluated over the validation data serves as an independent metric of the performance of the ANN; a
validation data cost function that is increasing with each iteration would suggest that the net is overfitting,
or memorizing, the training data, at the cost of generalizability to other inputs. Dealing with overfitting is
not as significant a challenge for us as it is in other ANN applications, because there is no noise in the training
data set in this case.

Finally, in the testing phase, we test the predictions of the ANN against the results from the viscoelastic code
across different parameter values than the training set. This testing phase is necessary to evaluate how
accurately the ANN can approximate the code outputs in a more general sense.

3.3. Implementation

We use the Python toolkit Keras (https://github.com/fchollet/keras), which provides a high-level application
programming interface to access the Theano (http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/) and TensorFlow
(https://www.tensorflow.org/) deep learning libraries. For the examples shown here, we use Theano and an
adaptive moment estimation (Adam) optimization method, a stochastic gradient descent algorithm that
computes adaptive learning rates [Kingma and Ba, 2015].

Figure 2. Performance of the artificial neural network for a simple elastic case. (a)Okada [1992] solution for a point source at 7.9 km depth. The black dots indicate 500
randomly distributed training points used to train an ANN. (b) Predictions from this ANN. (c) Residuals between the ANN prediction and the true Okada [1992]
solution. (d) Mean absolute residuals as a function of the number of training points for this elastic case. (e–h) Analogous to Figures 2a–2d for 13,450 training points.
(i–l) Analogous to Figures 2a–2d for 42,200 training points.
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Summary 

This method performs extremely well for a large-scale viscoelastic case involving six model 
parameters (Figure 3). In this more complex case, we fix the model geometry to be a 15 
km thick elastic upper crust  

overlying a viscoelastic half-space with a transient Burgers rheology (shear moduli μ = 30 
GPa in both layers) and consider only strike-slip sources. The input parameters to the 
artificial neural network are the (x, y) locations of the observations points at the surface 
relative to the source location, the depth of the earthquake source, the time after the 
earthquake, and the Maxwell and Kelvin viscosities ηM and ηK that characterize a Burgers 
rheology. The outputs predicted by the neural network are, as in the elastic case, x, y, and 
z displacements.  

For this large-scale test, the training data consist of 236,792,880 sets of inputs and 
outputs (~17 GB of training data in total): specifically, 10,609 (x, y) observation points at 
the surface, 20 source depths, 31 times, and 36 viscosity structures as inputs, and three 
components of displacement as outputs. In contrast to many ANN applications (e.g., voice 
recognition and image classification), we can exactly choose the training data in order to 
try to optimize the training of the ANNs. Training points are not regularly spaced in time, for 
example, because best results were obtained when the viscoelastic code solutions were 
sampled according to a quadratic sequence in time, in order to feed more information 
about the rapidly changing solution near t = 0 into the ANN.  

We tested a range of deep ANN structures (10–40 neurons per layer and 2–10 hidden 
layers) and a number of different activation functions (hyperbolic tangent, sigmoid, and 
rectified linear units (ReLU), the last defined as f(x) = x for x > 0 and f(x) = 0 for x < 0). The 
most successful nets (mean absolute residual of ~2 × 106 mm; Figure 3) incorporate 
alternating layers of hyperbolic tangent functions and ReLUs, with at least 10 neurons per 
layer and at least six hidden layers (e.g., Figure 4).  

The performance of these ANNs, once trained, was evaluated comprehensively against the 
true viscoelastic solutions at 10,000 (x, y) locations for each of 13 source depths, 25 
viscosity structures, and 81 times (Figure 3). The mean absolute residual, across all of 
these parameters, was ~2 × 106 mm; the performance improves for deeper source 
depths but has no clear pattern as a function of time (Figures 3d, 3h, and 3l). Perhaps, 
most significantly, for this large-scale test (Figure 3), the viscoelastic code took 419,790 s 
to generate the true solution. The ANN prediction took 6366 s on a single CPU, a speedup 
of 6600% compared to the viscoelastic code. Running the ANN prediction on a GPU 
further accelerates the same calculation to 763 s, a speedup of 55,018% over the 
viscoelastic code.  

 



 

Conclusion 

We enable viscoelastic calculations on a global scale across geometrically complex fault 
systems by training deep neural networks to accurately represent viscoelastic solutions. 
This method leads to accurate results with speedups of at least ~55,000%, allowing 
massive viscoelastic calculations to be done in minutes to hours, compared to the millions 
of CPU hours required to run large-scale viscoelastic calculations with exist- ing codes. 
Once trained, artificial neural networks are new and compact representations of 
viscoelastic calcu- lations, and as such may provide basic insights into viscoelastic physics 
and phenomenology. More broadly, this artificial neural network approach could be 
applied to virtually any physical model and contribute to the understanding of complicated 
physical behavior across many scientific fields.  

 


